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Abstract

3D sand printing provides a means to fabricate molds and

cores without the need to fabricate patterns and core

boxes. It is desirable to understand when to use this

evolving advanced technology versus conventional pattern

making. This analysis evaluates this question by examining

the cost of molds and cores as a function of part design

complexity quantified by a complexity factor. Two case

studies are presented where the complexity of the castings

is systematically varied by changing the geometry and

number of cores. Tooling costs and fabrication costs are

estimated for both 3D sand printing and conventional

pattern making. The breakeven points are identified, and it

is shown that 3D sand printing is cost-effective for castings

with complexity factor values greater than that of the

breakeven points. For low volume production of these

castings, 3D sand printing is shown to be cost-effective for

low quantities (\45 parts) of castings with lower com-

plexity. However, it can also be very cost-effective for

casting with higher complexity even at quantities of 1000

units. Since breakeven point is sensitive to the cost of 3D

sand printing, lowering the materials and operations costs

can significantly improve the cost-effectiveness of 3D sand

printing for varied production volume and part design

complexity.

Keywords: additive manufacturing, part design complexity,

sand casting, 3D sand printing, molds and cores

Introduction

Due to the recent advancements in additive manufacturing

(AM), foundries can now choose to produce molds and

cores using either conventional pattern making or using 3D

sand printing technology. But there is a lack of under-

standing about the cost benefits of 3D sand printing when

compared to traditional processes to fabricate molds and

cores. Decision makers in foundries do not have discrete

criteria to evaluate the economic feasibility of using this

technique to produce molds and cores.1 The motivation of

this paper is to develop a part complexity-based cost

metric to analyze decisions for economically viable

implementation of 3D sand printing. Although there have

been major advancements in metal processing technolo-

gies, sand casting still remains one of the oldest and most

widely used processes.2 A study showed that over 70 % of

all metal castings are produced via sand casting and it is a

vital manufacturing process used in oil and gas, aerospace

and automotive industries.3 Sand casting is used to make

relatively larger parts in which molten metal is poured into

a mold cavity made of sand. Sand casting is the most

economical method to produce metal parts of nearly any

alloy.3–5 Tooling for the sand casting process typically

involves the fabrication of patterns to make the molds and

the fabrication of core boxes in order to make cores. 3D
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sand printing is the direct fabrication of molds and cores

through additive manufacturing of sand.

Background

Integral aspects of every sand casting process involve

tooling associated with mold making. This includes the

fabrication of patterns used to make the molds, and the

fabrication of core boxes to make cores. Some of the

major limitations in mold making using traditional tech-

niques (e.g., machining) include constraints such as lim-

itations on minimum wall thickness, elimination of sharp

corners, and undercuts resulting in higher draft angle

leading to increased fabrication costs. This is further

amplified in the case of tooling for parts with higher

design complexity. For example, expensive core and/or

set of cores are required for parts with complex internal

geometry such as an engine block.6 In some cases, part

design modification is required (e.g., higher draft angle)

to facilitate pattern removal prior to pour during sand

casting. Often, this leads to nonfunctional part design

modification (often adding weight to the casting) and/or

additional processing steps after casting.7

Additive Manufacturing: 3D Sand Printing

Additive manufacturing (AM) in the form of 3D sand

printing is complimentary to the traditional approach of

mold making in sand casting. 3D sand printers can directly

print a sand mold from computer-aided design (CAD)

models of desired part design in a matter of a few hours

without the need for patterns or core boxes. Currently, 3D

sand printing is accomplished using a specific category of

additive manufacturing called binder-jetting.8 As shown in

Figure 1, in binder-jetting a binding agent is selectively

deposited (based on CAD model) on a spread layer of

powder.9 For the purposes of mold and core making,

foundry-grade resins such as furan can be used as the

binding agent.10 The process is repeated until the mold is

completely produced. It should be noted that post-

processing steps associated with binder-jetting for metal or

ceramics such as curing of binders, sintering and infiltra-

tion are not required for 3D sand printing of molds. In the

case of 3D sand printing, unbound sand (i.e., gates, sprues,

runners and risers) is removed using vacuum and are

recycled for subsequent production cycles.

3D sand printing provides unique advantages in mold

making such as significantly reduced lead time and flexi-

bility without the need for tooling which is dependent on

part designs. For instance, depending on the size of mold

and cores required for a single part design (limited by

available print volume), multiple molds and cores can be

fabricated at the same time. For example, Voxeljet� and

ExOne� offer commercial 3D sand printing systems with

print volume up to 4 m 9 2 m 9 1 m with layer thickness

in the range of 280–500 microns.9,11–13

Another unique advantage of this approach is the geometric

freedom offered by AM that can be leveraged to produce

metal casting of highly complex geometry which are

otherwise not feasible or unaffordable using traditional

approach as shown in Figure 2.6 Sand printing has also

been shown to enable cellular lattice castings14 and topo-

logically optimized cast structures.15 In addition, other

design and manufacturing benefits include16:

• Consolidation of cores resulting in reduced labor

costs, reduced stacking tolerances and improved

dimensional control. An example of a complex

core is shown in Figure 3.

• Placement of critical surfaces in the drag to reduce

inclusions and air bubbles (incorporation of

downstream processing characteristics)

• Incorporation of risers at critical locations without

the need to eliminate undercuts

• Simplification of vent fabrication (i.e., elimination

of vent incorporation into hard tooling)

• Enhancement of mold design through novel

nonhorizontal parting lines to allow for un-bonded

sand removal

Figure 1. Schematic of binder-jetting.
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Tooling and Fabrication Cost

The sequential processing steps of conventional sand casting

are outlined in Figure 4, and it should be noted that down-

stream operation after fabrication of core box is independent

of traditional and 3D sand printing. The primary scope of

this study is associated with decision making in the tooling

of molds and cores and the fabrication of core boxes prior to

pouring of molten metal as shown in Figure 4.

It is assumed that part design complexity will have minimal

or no influence on the cost per casting in postfabrication

operations including pour, shakeout and secondary opera-

tions such as heat treatment, machining and inspections.

However, it should be noted that consolidation of number

of required cores (through 3D sand printing) could sub-

stantially eliminate or mitigate flash that would generate

additional finishing or inspection.

Among several cost factors in sand casting, two major cost

components are the tooling and fabrication costs which

involve a variety of operations to produce the mold and

cores and subsequently fabrication of cores and inspec-

tion.18,19 The unit cost of a core box depends on the

number of cores, cavity geometry/size, mold and core sizes

and production volume for that specific part design (i.e.,

number of castings per design). In the case of traditional

mold making, there are additional operations involved with

multiple cores including the assembly of the cores, bonding

of cores and inspection.

Several studies have identified the relationship between

complex part designs which require multiple cores and its

impact on tooling cost in traditional approaches to fabricate

core box. In conventional manufacturing of sand molds, the

production cost is directly influenced by part complexity

because of the need for multiple operations, special tools,

skillful labors, significant tool wear and lower productiv-

ity.7,20,21 Another analysis showed it was evident that

machining of tooling was relatively higher for complex

part designs with similar geometric volume.21

Components of tooling costs shown in Figure 5 include

two main components: pattern and core boxes.22 It was

identified that tooling cost is influenced by pattern material,

part size, desired accuracy and part complexity.22 Hence, it

Figure 2. Relationship between production cost and
part complexity.6

Figure 3. A 3D sand printed core for train air brake
casting.

Figure 4. Process map of conventional sand casting.17
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can be concluded that tooling cost for complex part

geometry with larger part size and greater accuracy will be

significantly higher than traditional manufacturing of

tooling (for similar mold-core material).

It was also observed that tooling cost in foundries and

pattern shops is usually amortized over the number of

castings produced and hence is a critical factor that

increases unit cost during low production volume.20 It is

important to note that tooling cost is a fixed initial cost in

traditional mold making and this negatively impacts the

number of part designs that can be produced economically.

This is especially true for low quantity production that

would occur during product development. The motivation

of this study is to develop a model based on part design

complexity, production volume and tooling-fabrication

costs of core boxes. The developed model will be applied

to evaluate the economic feasibility of traditional sand

casting methods and 3D sand printing for varied combi-

nation of part designs and production volume. This would

provide decision makers in foundries quantitative criteria

to evaluate economic feasibility to pursue capital invest-

ment in 3D printers and related resources including training

and redesigning core boxes.

Methodology

The methodology employed in this study involves: (1)

creation of CAD models for each casting design for eval-

uation, (2) quantification of part design complexity in cast

parts using a criterion adopted from a prior study,21 (3)

estimation of fabrication costs associated with conven-

tionally produced molds and cores and 3D sand printing for

varied production volume, (4) analysis of fabrication costs

as a function of part complexity factor values, (5) estima-

tion of breakeven costs between traditional and 3D sand

printing to determine levels of part complexity where 3D

sand printing is more cost-effective, and (6) examination of

the effects of changing the costs of 3D sand printing.

The Complexity Factor

The criterion for measuring part design complexity used in

this study is adopted from a prior study focused on quan-

tification of part complexity of cast parts for traditional

processes.21 Key geometric attributes that can be deter-

mined from the CAD model of the desired part associated

using this complexity model are presented in Table 1. The

tooling cost is influenced by tool design and tool com-

plexity which is dictated by the part design complexity. For

example, the mold for a complex part design such as a train

air brake may require multiple cores. Alternatively, a

simpler casting might be a solid uniform cross-sectioned

part without the need for a single core. Designers and tool

makers observed that the tooling cost depends on the

number of cores, volume and surface area of part, core

volume, draw depth (i.e., the depth of tooling) and varia-

tion in section thickness.21

The ratios have a value between 0 and 1; higher values

indicate a greater contribution to complexity:21

• Part volume ratio ðCPRÞ:
CPR ¼ 1� VP

Vb

Eqn: 1

• Area ratio ðCARÞ:
CAR ¼ 1� AS

AP

Eqn: 2

where AS ¼ ð4pÞ
1
3ð3VPÞ

2
3;

• Number of cores ðCNCÞ:
CNC ¼ 1� 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ NC

p Eqn: 3

• Cores volume ratio ðCCRÞ:

CCR ¼ 1�
P

VCi

Vb

Eqn: 4

• Thickness ratio ðCTRÞ:
CTR ¼ 1� Tmin

Tmax

Eqn: 5

Figure 5. Components of tooling cost.

Table 1. Geometric Attributes Used as Inputs for the
Complexity Factor Model

Part dimensions (length, width, height) L, W, H

Bounding box volume Vb

Part volume Vp

Surface area of part Ap

Number of cores Nc

Volume of core Vc, i

Thickness of part, min and max Tmin and Tmax

Draw depth Dd
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• Depth ratio (CDR):

CDR ¼ 1� 0:5 min L;W;Hð Þð Þ
Dd

Eqn: 6

Equations 1–6 are quantitative measures of part

complexity of cast parts using geometry-driven criteria

based on number of cores, part volume ratio, core volume

ratio, area ratio, thickness ratio and depth ratio. In,21

regression analysis was used for 40 industrial parts of

varying complexity to determine coefficients of part

complexity shown in Eqn. 7.

CFEstimated ¼ 5:7þ 10:8CPR þ 18CAR þ 32:7CNC þ 29CCR

þ 6:9CTR þ 0:7CDR

Eqn: 7

This relationship will be used as a measure of part design

complexity for the castings analyzed in our case studies.

Cost Estimation

For a given part design, estimation of mold making for

both pattern making and 3D sand printing is conducted. As

noted in ‘‘Additive Manufacturing: 3D Sand Printing’’

section, this study did not include costs associated with

downstream operations such as melting, pouring, cooling,

solidification, heat treatment and inspection based on the

assumption that they are similar between sand printing and

conventional pattern making.

For conventional pattern making, tooling costs were gen-

erated using an Internet-based cost generator.18 The

bounding box of the part, the number of cores and the

number of part features are required to generate the tooling

costs. Fabrication costs of molds and cores were estimated

by industry quotation method based on the size of the

casting, number of cores and other factors. Generally, mold

costs are estimated by the following relationship:

CM ¼ Vb þ Vmð Þ � Cpm Eqn: 8

where CM is the cost of mold making, Vb is the bounding

box of the part, Vm is additional sand required around the

part for the mold and Cpm is the volumetric cost of mold

making including labor, energy, depreciation and overhead.

The cost of 3D sand printing is based on bounding box

volume of the mold and bounding box volume of cores as

shown in the following equation:

CSP ¼ Vb þ Vm þ Vb;c

� �

� Cbj Eqn: 9

where CSP is the cost of 3D sand printing, Vb is the

bounding box of the part, Vm is additional sand required

around the part for the mold, Vb,c is the bounding box of the

cores (which can be nested during printing) and Cbj is the

volumetric cost of the binder-jetting sand printing process

including consumables (sand, resin, cleaner and catalyst),

labor, energy, depreciation and overhead. Volumetric cost

for 3D sand printing is less than $0.20 per in3, and as such

$0.17 per in3 is a reasonable estimate.

Results and Analysis

The impact of part design complexity, increasing the

number of cores and complexity of core geometries are

analyzed with respect to production cost of mold making

using traditional and 3D sand printing.

Case Study #1: Train Air Brake

The part geometries in these case studies are derivative

designs of actual castings. Each case study starts with a

solid casting, and cores are sequentially added until all the

desired cores are included. This methodology maintains the

constant bounding box while gradually increasing the part

complexity with growing number of cores.

Figure 6. Views of the casting (transparent) and cores (gray).
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The first case study involves the train air brake casting

shown in Figure 6. Using conventional processes, design

and assembly of eight cores are required, and models of

those cores are shown in Figure 7. The casting was

designed in SolidWorks� as shown in Figure 8. Begin-

ning with a solid part (1.0) as shown in Figure 8, cores

were added sequentially until the final number of cores

(eight) was reached. The corresponding design attributes

described in complexity factor Eqns. 1 through 7 were

obtained using CAD models in SolidWorks�. The geo-

metric data and corresponding complexity factor are

shown in Table 2.

Figure 7. Conventional pattern making requires eight cores for the train air
brake.16

Figure 8. Side view of each casting evaluated for Case Study #1 where cores
are added sequentially to systematically increase complexity.
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In conventional pattern making, there is a tooling cost

associated with fabrication of patterns and the core box

needed for each core. The relationship between tooling

costs per set of mold and corresponding complexity factor

is shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that 3D sand

printing tooling costs are not presented since there are no

tooling costs associated with 3D sand printing (i.e., a

tooling-less process).

Figure 10 shows the relationship between fabrication costs

for both conventional pattern making and 3D sand printing at

different levels of complexity for Case Study #1. For con-

ventional pattern making production costs, the fabrication

cost proportionally increases with increasing complexity: As

cores are added, the cost in labor to assemble cores, cost of

materials (i.e., sand, glue) and scrap costs all increase.

It was observed that lower levels of complexity lead to

higher fabrication cost in 3D sand printing than conven-

tional mold manufacturing approach. Figure 10 shows that

cost of molds is constant after the second core is added since

3D sand printing cost depends on printed bounding box of

cores and is constant for subsequent addition of cores. In the

case of, part design with complexity greater than *56, the

fabrication cost of 3D sand printing is lower than conven-

tional pattern making. 3D sand printing provides a unique

advantage here by consolidating cores into single core. This

results in lower labor and scrap costs with higher numbers of

cores which is a benefit of this approach.

Figure 11 incorporates both tooling and fabrication costs as a

function of part design complexity. For conventional manu-

facturing, cost curves for quantities of 30, 100 and 1000 was

included to show that the costs of patterns and core boxes

were amortized across the production volume. For production

volume below 30 castings, 3D sand printing is more afford-

able than conventional pattern making even in the case of no

cores. In other words, the breakeven point is the lowest level

of complexity for this family of castings at this quantity.

However, for quantities greater than 30 castings, it depends

on the level of part design complexity. As quantity increases,

the breakeven point shifts to increasing levels of complexity.

For production quantities of 1000 castings, the tooling cost

per mold/set is so low that fabrication costs significantly

dominate and cost/complexity behavior is almost identical to

the fabrication costs shown in Figure 10.

Case Study #2: Turbocharger

Similar approach of Case Study#1 was used in this case

study involving a turbocharger shown in Figure 12a—final

part and Figure 12b—cores (which would require three

cores using conventional pattern making).

Similar to Case Study #1, cores are sequentially added

starting with a solid casting until the incorporation of all
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three cores. However, in the case of this part design as

shown in Figure 13, the core geometries are different for

each sub-case, wherein the first core is added in the shape

of a cube and subsequently the cubic core is replaced by

two cylindrical cores. Finally, the cylinders are replaced by

the actual three cores. The geometric data and complexity

factor for each sub-case study are shown in Table 3.

The relationship between tooling set and complexity factor

is presented in Figure 14. Again, no tooling costs are

shown for 3D sand printing because there are none.

Figure 15 presents the relationship between fabrication

costs for both conventional pattern making and 3D sand

printing at different levels of complexity for Case Study

#2. As with the previous case study, the conventional

pattern making production costs increases as a function of

complexity; however, there is a drastic increase between

one cube-shaped core and two cylindrical cores. For 3D

sand printing, it was also observed that at lower levels of

complexity the fabrication cost was higher than that of

conventional manufacturing. Unlike the previous case

study, the 3D sand printing cost does not ‘‘level out’’

because the volume of the cores is significantly increased

due to the cylinders and the final core geometry.

For complexity factor values greater than *51, the fabri-

cation cost of 3D sand printing is lower than conventional

mold making. As the final three core geometry is approa-

ched, the 3D sand printed cores are consolidated into a

single core providing a cost advantage versus conventional

mold making.

Figure 16 presents the combined effects of tooling and

fabrication costs and part design complexity factor. For

production volume of less than 26 castings, 3D sand

printing is more affordable than conventional pattern

making even in the case of casting without any cores.

However, for production volume greater than 26 castings,

it depends on the level of part-core complexity. As seen in

the previous case study, the breakeven point shifts to

increasing levels of complexity as the quantity increases. In

the case of 1000 castings, as observed in Case Study #1, the

tooling cost per mold/set is significantly lower since fab-

rication costs is more significant and the scenario is very

similar to Figure 15.

The Effect of 3D Sand Printing Cost

As shown in Figure 17, nearly a third of 3D sand printing

costs include materials and consumables, and hence, cost

Figure 9. Tooling costs (i.e., patterns and core boxes)
as a function of complexity for Case Study #1.

Figure 10. Fabrication costs for Case Study #1 for 3D
sand printing costs and conventional pattern making.

Figure 11. The total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for
Case Study #1 where conventional pattern making costs
are shown for quantities of 30, 100 and 1000 units.
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of 3D sand printing is a critical variable which requires

additional analysis. It was observed that two-thirds of the

costs include labor, energy, depreciation and overhead.23

Research by the Metal Casting Center at University of

Northern Iowa has demonstrated that the use of regional

sands and alternative resins, catalysts and cleaners

resulted in a nearly 90 % reduction in materials and

consumable costs.23 Similar price reduction would lead to

a nearly 30 % reduction in the overall cost of 3D sand

printing. In this study, we examine both a 20 % reduction

in overall cost and, conversely, a 20 % increase in overall

cost.

Figure 12. (a) Casting for Case Study #2 and (b) Core geometry.

Figure 13. Sequentially increasing the number of cores starting with (a) no core, (b) one cubic core and (c) two
cylindrical cores.

Table 3. Geometric Attributes for Each Casting Evaluated for Case Study #2

Case
study

Volume
(in3)

Surface
area (in2)

# of
cores

P

cores
volume (in3)

Min
thickness
(in)

Max
thickness
(in)

Length
(in)

Width
(in)

Height
(in)

Draw
depth
(in)

Complexity
factor

Vp Ap Nc Nc Tmin Tmax L W H Dd CF

2.0 72.41 167.83 0 0 0.27 8.73 5.66 8.73 3.56 1.78 27.6

2.1 61.23 186.78 1 11.20 0.18 8.73 5.66 8.73 3.56 1.78 41.6

2.2 61.73 186.79 2 10.71 0.17 8.73 5.66 8.73 3.56 1.78 45.7

2.3 31.39 251.88 3 45.72 0.09 8.73 5.66 8.73 3.56 1.78 59.8
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Figure 18 shows the impact of reducing 3D sand printing cost

by 20 %onCase Study #1. The costs of sets ofmolds and cores

made using conventional manufacturing remain unchanged.

For all production quantities, the breakeven point shifts to a

lower level of complexity factor. For the lowest level of design

complexity involving no cores, 3D sand printing is affordable

up to fabrication of 45 units when compared to 30 units as

shown in Figure 11 with the baseline cost of 3D sand printing.

Hence, a reduction in 3D sand printing cost has a significant

effect in allowing 3D sand printing to bemore cost competitive

at lower levels of complexity.

In contrast, a 20 % increase in 3D sand printing cost as

shown in Figure 19 results in the shifting of the breakeven

point to a higher level of complexity. As a result, only up to

20 parts are affordable using 3D sand printing at the lowest

level of complexity involving no cores. An increase in the

cost of 3D sand printing indicates that the casting must

possess substantial higher design complexity in order for

3D sand printing to be cost-effective.

Similar trends were observed in Case Study #2 as shown in

Figure 20 where the total costs of the sets of molds and

cores for the scenario of 3D sand printing cost reduced by

20 %. It is more affordable to produce up to 40 units using

3D sand printing than conventional pattern making when

compared to 26 units for the baseline cost as shown in

Figure 15. At production volume of 1000 units, the

breakeven criteria shift from a complexity factor of

approximately 51–45.

Figure 14. Tooling costs as a function of complexity for
Case Study #2.

Figure 15. Fabrication costs for Case Study #2 for 3D
sand printing costs and conventional pattern making.

Figure 16. Total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for Case
Study #2 where conventional pattern making costs are
shown for quantities of 26, 100 and 1000 units.

Figure 17. Printing materials, consumables and other
costs in 3D sand printing.23
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Figure 21 shows the costs of sets of molds and cores for

Case Study #2 where the costs of 3D sand printing have

been increased by 20 %. The most striking aspect is that at

production volume of 1000 units, conventional pattern

making is most cost-effective irrespective of complexity

factor.

Fabrication Time

‘‘The Effect of 3D Sand Printing Cost’’ section focused

solely on fabrication cost. However, in some situations

where repaid response is critical, fabrication time is also

important. For the casting examined in Case Study #1,

using conventional pattern making in the condition

involving 8 cores would take an average of 11 weeks to

design and manufacture tooling and fabricate molds and

cores for a single part. With 3D sand printing, this could be

reduced to 4 weeks. These time estimates start with the

receipt of customer purchase order and extends to delivery

of molds and cores to customer. In the case of the casting

design for Case Study #2 involving three cores, it would

take 8 weeks using conventional pattern making and

3 weeks using 3D sand printing.

In the case of conventional pattern making, about 60 % of

the production time was expended on tooling which

Figure 18. The total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for
Case Study #1 where the costs of 3D sand printing have
been reduced by 20 %. Pattern making costs are shown
for quantities of 45, 100 and 1000 units.

Figure 19. The total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for
Case Study #1 where the costs of 3D sand printing have
been increased by 20 %. Pattern making costs are
shown for quantities of 20, 100 and 1000 units.

Figure 20. The total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for
Case Study #2 where the costs of 3D sand printing have
been decreased by 20 %. Pattern making costs are
shown for quantities of 40, 100 and 1000 units.

Figure 21. The total costs (tooling ? fabrication) for
Case Study #2 where the costs of 3D sand printing have
been increased by 20 %. Pattern making costs are
shown for quantities of 20, 100 and 1000 units.
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included procuring tooling material, tooling design, tool-

ing, customer approvals and the likes. However, the fab-

rication of patterns and cores and related processes such as

sand preparation and design of gating systems account for

35 % of the production time. On the other hand, when 3D

sand printing was used, the majority of the production time

is associated only with mold and core design, and design of

gating system using customer’s 3D model.

Conclusion

The primary scope of this study was associated with

decision making in tooling of cores and fabrication of core

boxes prior to pouring of molten metal. This study devel-

oped decision criteria for economic feasibility of 3D sand

printing based on part design complexity and its relation-

ship for various production volume and was demonstrated

using case studies. Part design complexity was varied by

changing the number of geometries of cores while main-

taining constant exterior geometry of the part. The costs of

conventional pattern making and 3D sand printing were

estimated and compared.

The part design complexity of casting has quantitatively

evaluated using the method found in Ref. 21. This com-

plexity criteria used six geometric attributes (part volume

ratio, area ratio, core volume ratio, number of cores ratio,

thickness ratio and depth ratio) in order to measure the

complexity factor.

The following conclusions are derived:

• The economic opportunity for 3D sand printing

exists for castings with a higher part design

complexity factor value than the point at which

the cost of 3D sand printing and conventional

pattern making is equal. This point is called the

breakeven point, and it is a function of production

volume (castings),

• At lower production volume, 3D sand printing is

advantageous irrespective of complexity factor.

This can be attributed to signification tooling costs

in conventional pattern making. Hence, 3D sand

printing offers a unique economic advantage

where increase in part design complexity has little

or no impact on fabrication cost of molds and

cores.

• In the case of higher production volume (e.g.,

1000 castings), as illustrated through case studies,

tooling costs in conventional pattern making

become negligible. In such scenarios, 3D sand

printing could only be advantageous for extremely

high levels of part design complexity.

• The breakeven point varies significantly as a

function of 3D sand printing costs. When the costs

of 3D sand printing were decreased by 20 %, the

breakeven point shifted to lower levels of part

complexity indicating that 3D sand printing

becomes more affordable to produce molds and

cores for less complex part designs. Alternatively,

3D sand printing can only be cost-effective for

exceptionally high levels of complexity when the

costs are increased by 20 %. In the case of 3D

sand printing by binder-jetting, a 20 % decrease or

increase in total cost could be a function of

changing the costs of materials and consumables,

cost of operation, and/or reducing the cost of the

equipment.

• In the case of part geometries in this study (i.e., 8

cores for Case Study #1 and 3 cores for Case

Study #2), there was a 62 % reduction in fabri-

cation time by 3D sand printing to produce sand

molds and cores.

Future Work

In order to accelerate the adoption of emerging technology

such as 3D sand printing in the foundry industry, this study

recommends that future work would examine the combi-

nations of conventional pattern making and 3D sand

printing for a single casting. For example, the economics of

using conventional patterns for molds and 3D sand printing

for complex cores could be explored. Further, economics

and fabrication time associated with using alternative AM

technologies for pattern making such as material extrusion

(also known as Fused Deposition Modeling) could be

explored.

In addition, the nonrecurring costs of mold-core design

process should also be explored. One could hypothesize

that as the complexity increases, the nonrecurring design

costs would also increase. Thus, the increased complexity

offered by 3D sand printing molds and cores is not nec-

essarily ‘‘free.’’ However, actual design costs could be

more complicated. For example, when 3D sand printing

permits consolidation of multiple cores (as in conventional

pattern making) into a single core, design time and costs

would be reduced because there is no longer a need to

design multiple core boxes.

There should also be an examination of alternative methods

to assess part design complexity that is more tailored for

3D sand printing and not based only on the number of cores

(e.g., conventional pattern making). This would accelerate

evaluation of economic feasibility based on complexity and

cost estimation for direct part production including other

types of additive manufacturing such as laser powder bed

fusion.

This study assumed that the 3D sand molds and cores

printing provided an equivalent surface finish and sand

performance with traditional pattern making for molds and
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cores manufacturing. However, an extension to this study

would focus on incorporating additional factors to incor-

porate such attributes. Thus, evaluation of such factors can

be achieved by measuring surface finish and testing of

physical and mechanical properties (e.g., density, porosity,

microstructure, hardness, compressive strength and the

likes). This work will give additional evaluation criteria for

both approaches along with estimated cost.

Finally, incorporation of these results into a CAD–CAM

software system would be immediately beneficial to

foundries. The end user should be able to plug in the

geometric attributes of the castings as shown in Table 1. A

means should be available to input cost parameters such as

materials, consumables, labor, depreciation and other costs

for both pattern making and 3D sand printing.
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